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HAT DOES SUMMER mean to you?
Long, warm days, flower-filled gardens,
al fresco eating or chilled drinks with
friends, an easy, more relaxed rhythm
through the middle months of the year. And, with any
luck, a summer holiday…
But it’s also a great time to pull our thinking into line
with what nature is handing us. Being warmer makes
us more likely to relax our stance, to stop anticipating
things going wrong, or to constantly cast our thinking
back to what tripped us up in the past. It’s a good time
to start a mindfulness practice, either using an app like
Calm or Headspace, or trying some classes. Learning to
spend more time “in the moment” seems to line up with
the wide-open sensations of summer.
But there are lots of things that summer can spark
in your day. Fresher food is much easier to find, your
clothes are lighter, looser, more pleasurable to float
about in, or to slip out of. With festivals abounding
through the UK, it’s a time when you can spend your
days tapping into culture or just having fun, seeking out
new adventures or slipping into the old favourites.
Just make sure to enjoy yourself. ➤
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Midsummer dreaming
Many people find it easier to sleep in
winter when dawn doesn't arrive until after
your alarm call, but there are ways you can
make your bedroom a sleep-inducing zone,
whatever the season.
“Watching TV before bed overstimulates
the brain and can keep you awake. And
if you fall asleep while you are watching
something, you will most likely wake
up again later, which sets up a poor
sleep cycle. So, no TV in the bedroom,”
advises Professor Jim Horne from the
Sleep Research Centre at Loughborough
University.
Keep the room cool too, between 60 and
68F (16 and 20C) to cause drowsiness.
And use blinds and/or curtains to block
out as much light as possible.

mindfulness expert Anna Black, author of
Living In The Moment. “Breathing through
our feet prevents us being overwhelmed by
emotions. Do it anywhere – no one need
know.”
● Standing or sitting, take your attention
to your feet on the floor. Note the
sensations of your feet making contact with
the floor, perhaps noticing touch, warmth,
coolness.
● Every time your thoughts pull away into
the past or the future, just escort your
attention back to your feet.
● After a few minutes, expand your
awareness out from your feet to include
your breath. As you breathe in, imagine you
are breathing in through your feet... filling
your belly with air... and then breathing out
again through your feet.
mindfulness-meditation-now.com

Oil (£45,) is a powerful pick-me-up. This
blend includes clary sage, frankincense and
cardamom, and was created by company
founder Geraldine Howard to give her
courage during cancer treatment.
aromatherapyassociates.com
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Breathing matters
“Lack of confidence means we struggle
in the moment when we’re about to go
into a room full of strangers – or even
a group of friends,” says London-based
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Soaking up strength
Just because the sun is shining, doesn’t
mean you can’t feel down. Aromatherapy
Associates’ Inner Strength Bath & Shower
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Holiday well
● Lower your expectations a few
notches. Then lower some more. Holidays
can be tremendous fun but also have the
potential for some stress. Try to accept this
and notice the times that have gone well.
● Take time out for yourself as regularly as
possible, even if for a very brief period. Selfcare or reflection can improve your coping
ability significantly. You can return to the
family refreshed and good-humoured.
● Don’t try to please everyone. It is
impossible.
● Reflect on what’s worked for your
family. Next year, you will be armed with
the experience gained from this summer.
Harriet Frew is a therapist on
welldoing.org
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Control your phone habit
Tanya Goodin, founder of digital detox
specialists Time To Log Off, recommends
we really take a break when we take annual
leave. “Before the advent of smartphones,
the pressure to remain contactable during
a holiday was the preserve of hard-core
workaholics. But now we're all feeling it,
and burnout and work-related stress levels
are soaring as a result.”
Her tips for a better screen:life balance
during your summer break:
● Ensure your office knows you're
logging off Tanya confesses she was
known for never switching off on holiday:
“I sent very mixed messages, asking to
be left alone but responding to messages
nevertheless.” Instead tell colleagues you’ll
have no Wi-Fi and will be 100% off-grid
(even if it's not strictly true).
● Remove email from your phone If
you can’t resist checking your email then
remove it from your phone all together.
Set your out-of-office reply to reinforce the
message by asking people to email you

again when your holiday is over if it's really
urgent. You'd be surprised how few will.
● Set 'curfew' times for social media The
compulsion to be recording and sharing it
all constantly can ruin your holiday. And
mindless screen scrolling through other
people’s social media posts (and the envy
and negative feelings they can induce)
doesn't help us switch off either.
● Go out without your phone To
really appreciate the benefits of logging
off use your holiday to go without your
phone completely for regular periods of
time. Start by making small excursions
and leaving your phone behind in your
room. You'll be more mindful of your
surroundings when you’re not distracted by
a screen.
tanyagoodin.com

Life. “You can brain-nap in many ways:
gardening, walking, lounging in the bath,
lying on your bed,” she says. “This is quiet
time for you and nothing else, not even
your thoughts. Afterwards, you’ll be alert,
constructive and creative.”
louiseparker.com
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Take a “brain nap”
“Your body and mind will thrive if
you take a 20-minute brain nap each day,”
says personal trainer Louise Parker, author
of The Louise Parker Method: Lean for
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Try some Pilates moves
Incorporate some simple, equipmentfree Pilates stretches into your life to keep
you supple and mobile. Do each of these
for about a minute.
● Rolling like a ball Lie on your back,
put hands on knees and curl up into a ball.
Start rocking, then using momentum, rock
forwards until you’re balancing on sit-bones
then back until shoulders are on the floor.
Exhale as you rock forwards, inhale as you
roll back.
● Spine stretch forward Lie on the
floor, arms above your head. Inhale
and then exhale and bring arms up and
forward as you sit up and reach towards
toes to stretch hamstrings. Use as little ➤
@PlanetMindfulMag
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momentum as possible and make
your tummy do the work. Inhale, then
exhale as you roll back down to the
floor slowly.
● Scissors Lie on your back with legs out
straight, then curl your head and shoulders
forwards as you lift one leg towards you.
Hold your leg with both hands and pull it
towards you, then swap legs. Breathe in as
you pull one leg in, then exhale as you pull
the other leg in.
● Hip bridge Lie on your back with bent
knees, arms by your sides. Inhale, then as
you exhale, lift your tailbone, aiming to
ripple the spine as you lift up, and squeeze
your bottom to raise your hips upwards.
Take a breath at the top, then exhale to roll
your spine back down.
● Cat/cow stretch Start on all fours, then
inhale as you press hands into the floor
and round your back upwards like an angry
cat. On the exhale, lift your sternum and
tailbone and pull your shoulders down as
your back arches.
formstudios.co.uk
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Look for balance
“Taking a break in the summer provides
us with the space and time to take stock of
where we are. The contrast between long
unstructured days, afternoon siestas and
our frenzied work week can be quite stark.
When we start to relax, many of us start
to question why we pack so much in and
push ourselves so hard the rest of the year,”
says therapist Hilda Burke.
“A lot of people don’t even question the
‘rat race’, they just take their place on the
treadmill and get on with it. If we don’t
have a strong sense of self, we are more
likely to become fixated on work – if we
do well, we might feel ok but if we don’t,
a sense of failure and low self-worth can
prevail. Ironically it’s often when we’re
doing particularly well that anxiety can
assail us – how do we maintain that lofty
position, will it be found out that actually
I’m not “all that” really.”
Hilda believes that holiday-time allows
us to examine these feelings, to see our
situation from a distance. It’s noticeable

too that in autumn, many therapists are
approached by new clients who have
realised, during their “time off” that they
could do with some help with enjoying the
rest of their lives.
Hilda Burke is a therapist on
welldoing.org
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Take a hike
Walking is one of the best ways to keep
healthy – it lowers your blood pressure,
strengthens your bones, helps keep weight
down and raises your spirits. Studies have
shown that if you’re tired, working out at
a rate of about 6 out of 10 for exertion
makes you feel alert without leaving you
feel exhausted afterwards. A brisk walk is
exactly that score.
Also, it’s a natural mood-booster. When
researchers asked people with depression
to walk for 30 minutes three times a week
for 16 weeks, the mood-boosting effects
were similar to the antidepressant Zoloft.
And when researchers followed up their
subjects six months later, those who had
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kept on walking had a far lower risk of
relapse. Only 8% of the exercise group
relapsed compared to 38% of those using
only medication.

jam-packed with authors from Zadie Smith
and Tessa Hadley to John Preston
and Adam Kay.
qpbookfest.com
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Read freely
Summertime gives us reading
opportunities we might not have yearround. From sitting outside in a park at
lunchtime to holiday weeks when our
normal responsibilities evaporate, take
advantage of this extra time to snap out of
your usual reading routine.
If you usually read authors your own
age, gender, culture or race, try to step
away from your comfort zone and explore
new writing. If you usually read one style
of book, do the same; swap thrillers for
historical fiction, or fiction for biography,
self-help for poetry. It may set you on a
fresh track for future delights.
And don’t forget the book festivals
that continue to spring up all over the
UK. Latest to launch is the Queen’s Park
Book Festival on June 30 and July 1. It’s

Summer breeze
Luxuriate in wearing your summer
clothes; celebrate the sartorial freedom.
Brighter colours can have a positive effect
on your psyche. And if your clothes are
rather wafty and voluminous, all the better.
Hunt about on the high street, but try
charity shops too. Pre-loved seems to synch
well with the informality of summer.
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Growing and changing
Therapist Sarah Dean, who sees
clients in Banbury, Oxfordshire notices
that along with all the flowers of summer,
weeds appear. It can be helpful to use
this as a metaphor. “I wonder, does this
represent a part of one's self? Are there
parts of you that you would like to root out
and plant a more beautiful bloom in their
place? Is there anything you have disguised
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under new growth?
“We all have weeds in our emotional
gardens, yet some people cling on to these
difficult parts. I often hear from a client
‘I don't like this about myself’. I wonder,
what does this person need, to change their
weed into a beautiful bloom? Everyone
has the capacity to grow and change. It
takes courage and when you have been
repeatedly told that there's something
wrong with you, a feeling of being disabled
emerges. Perhaps the ‘weed’ part of
you was planted when you were young
and year after year, the feeling of not
being good enough continues to affect
your emotional and physical wellbeing.
“To be heard, validated and emotionally
held is extremely reparative. This is
how I work, both person-centred and
psychodynamically. We all have the ability
to change and yes, it takes courage. Would
you like to change your garden? You can,
and summer, a season of much change, is
here now.”
Sarah Dean is a therapist on welldoing.org
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